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Description

Technical Field

[0001] The present invention relates to an ornament
and a method of manufacturing the same, and more par-
ticularly to an ornament used in a hanging state as a
necklace an earring and the like and a method of man-
ufacturing the same.

Background Art

[0002] A spherical hanging ornament whose front sur-
face is specified is known. As shown in Fig, 1 of JP
6-72407 U, the spherical hanging ornament is, for exam-
ple, a type of an ornament that is composed of a single
pearl with a single diamond attached to the front thereof
and worn by a body by being hung by a chain.
[0003] In this type of the ornament, when it is worn by
a body, it is necessary that the ornament faces a definite
and unchanged direction. When, for example, the orna-
ment is worn by a body in the above example, the affinity
of the ornament is reduced by half unless the diamond
faces the front at all times when it is viewed from a user.
[0004] However, when a through-hole is formed to an
ornamental spherical body itself and a wire member is
inserted thereinto, the spherical body turns around the
hanging wire member and is liable to change its direction.
[0005] JP 63-085113 U discloses an ornament in ac-
cordance with the preamble of claim 1.

Disclosure of the Invention

[0006] In view of the above circumstances, an object
of the present invention is to provide an ornament whose
direction is not changed when it is used in a hanging state
and a method of manufacturing the same.
[0007] Viewed from a first aspect, the present invention
provides an ornament, comprising a spherical body,
wherein the spherical body comprises a first hole and a
second hole that are drilled toward the center of the
spherical body, respectively from right-left symmetrical
positions in the upper half section of the spherical body,
the first hole and the second hole connecting to form a
through-hole; characterised in that the through-hole is a
V-shaped through-hole and in that a vertex section of the
included angle formed in the spherical body by the first
hole and the second hole is cut off thereby to form a
curved surface.
[0008] The "upper half section" in the spherical body
is a relative section that is arbitrarily determined by a
manufacturer of the ornament in the present invention.
[0009] According to the present invention arranged as
described above, the through hole is formed in a right-
left symmetrical shape in the upper half section of the
spherical body as well as the center of gravity of the
spherical body is located in the lower half section of the
spherical body when the spherical body is hung by in-

serting the hanging wire member in the through-hole. As
a result, since the spherical body is unlike to turn around
the hanging wire member, the directions of the front and
the back of the spherical body do not change. Accord-
ingly, there can be provided an innovative ornament by,
for example, burying a jewel in the front of the spherical
body or by burying different jewels in both the front and
the back thereof. Further, since the curved surface is
smoothly formed in the through-hole, the hanging wire
member can be inserted into the through-hole very easily.
[0010] A method of manufacturing an ornament ac-
cording to the present invention comprises a step of drill-
ing a first hole and a second hole toward the center of a
spherical body material from right-left symmetrical posi-
tions in the upper half section of the spherical body ma-
terial until they are connected to each other to form a V-
shaped through-hole, and a step of forming a curved sur-
face by cutting off the vertex section of the included angle
formed in the spherical body material by the first hole and
the second hole.
[0011] As a preferable embodiment of the method of
manufacturing the ornament, the vertex section may be
cut off by inserting a tool from respective openings of the
first and second holes after the diameters of the openings
of the first and second holes are enlarged.
[0012] The above arrangement is preferable because
the tool can be easily inserted from the respective open-
ings toward the vertex section.
[0013] An ornament according to a preferred embod-
iment comprises a spherical body with a through-hole
and a hanging wire member inserted into the through-
hole.
[0014] A method of manufacturing an ornament ac-
cording to a preferred embodiment comprises a step of
inserting the hanging wire member up to an opening of
the second hole by inserting an end of a hanging wire
member from an opening of the through-hole and by slid-
ing the hanging wire member along the curved surface
while displacing the spherical body material.
[0015] According to this preferred manufacturing
method, since the curved surface is formed by cutting off
the vertex section in the spherical body material, the
hanging wire member can be easily inserted from the
first hole into the second hole, which is bent and con-
nected to the first hole, by sliding the hanging wire mem-
ber along the curved surface while displacing the spher-
ical body material
[0016] A preferred embodiment of the invention will
now be described by way of example only and with ref-
erence to the drawings listed below.

Brief Description of Drawings

[0017]

Fig. 1 is a sectional view of a main portion showing
manufacturing steps of an ornament according to
the embodiment of the present invention.
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Fig. 2 is a sectional view of a main portion showing
manufacturing steps of the ornament according to
the embodiment of the present invention.
Fig. 3 is a sectional view of a main portion showing
manufacturing steps of the ornament according to
the embodiment of the present invention.
Fig. 4 is a sectional view of a main portion showing
manufacturing steps of the ornament according to
the embodiment of the present invention.
Fig. 5 is a perspective view showing a state in use
of the ornament according to the embodiment of the
present invention.

Best Mode for Carrying Out the Invention

[0018] As shown in Fig. 5, an ornament according to
an embodiment of the present invention includes an or-
namental spherical body D with a through-hole 10, a
hanging wire member 6 to be inserted into the through-
hole 10. The ornamental spherical body D has an orna-
mental element such as a diamond 8 or the like fixedly
attached to a position that faces the front by an appro-
priate method such as a burying method when the orna-
mental spherical body D is worn by a body in a state that
it is hung by the hanging wire member 6. Materials suit-
able as an ornament, for example, a pearl and various
kinds of jewels can be used as the spherical body D.
Further, a material whose quality and shape are suitable
as an ornament, for example, a precious metal chain can
be used as the hanging wire member 6.
[0019] As shown in Fig. 1, the through-hole 10 is
formed to the spherical body D. The through-hole 10 is
formed by connecting through a first hole 1 and a second
hole 2 that are drilled toward the center S of a spherical
body material P, respectively from right-left symmetrical
positions in the upper half section U of the spherical body
material P. Specifically, the through-hole 10 can be
formed as described below. The first and second holes
1, 2 are drilled from the right-left symmetrical positions
A1 and A2 of the upper half section U toward the center
S of the spherical body material P with a tool (not shown)
(hole drilling step). However, the center S need not be
an accurate center of the spherical body material P and
may be a substantial center thereof. A carbide round cyl-
inder bar or drill, or the like, for example, may be used
as the tool.
[0020] The first and second holes 1, 2 are formed
straight until they are connected to each other at the cent-
er S of the spherical body material P. Accordingly, the
first hole 1 and the second hole 2 extend obliquely down-
ward in the upper half section U from the surface of the
spherical body material P, respectively, and the through-
hole 10 is formed in a right-left symmetrical V-shape in
the upper half section U of the spherical body material
P. However, actually, since the trace of the extreme end
of the tool, which was formed when the first hole 1 was
drilled, and the trace of the extreme end of the tool, which
was formed when the second hole 2 was drilled, remain,

the first hole intersects the second hole at the center S
of the spherical body material P.
[0021] In Fig. 1, the inclinations of the first and second
holes 1, 2 may be set to about 30° with respect to a hor-
izontal surface, respectively. That is, the angle between
the central axial line of the first hole 1 and the horizontal
section of the spherical body material P including the
center S is set to about 30°, and the angle between the
central axial line of the second hole 2 and the horizontal
section of the spherical body material P including the
center S is set to about 30° likewise. Further, the diam-
eters of the first and second holes 1, 2 may be set to, for
example, 1.6 mm although they are different depending
on the size of the spherical body material P.
[0022] When the first hole 1 is connected to the second
hole 2 in a communicating section 3 in the spherical body
material P, an included angle formed in the spherical
body material P has a vertex section 4 projecting down-
ward. When the inclination angle of the first hole 1 with
respect to the horizontal surface is set to 30° and the
inclination angle of the second hole 2 with respect to the
horizontal surface is set to 30°, the inclined angle is 120°.
In the embodiment, a curved surface 5 is formed by cut-
ting off the vertex section 4 of the included angle subse-
quent to the hole drilling step. The vertex section cutting-
off step is carried out to easily carry out a job for inserting
the hanging wire member 6 into the through-hole 10 by
smoothly forming the bent section of the through-hole
10. A job for cutting off the vertex section 4 can be carried
out by inserting a cutting tool having a diameter smaller
than that at the hole drilling step into the first and second
holes 1, 2.
[0023] As shown in Fig. 2, the respective opening sec-
tions 1a, 1b of the first and second holes 1, 2 are prefer-
ably enlarged prior to the step for cutting off the vertex
section 4. The opening section expansion job is carried
out to make the vertex section cutting-off job easy. That
is, the inner peripheral surfaces of the opening sections
1a, 1b of the first and second holes 1, 2 are cut off and
the diameters thereof are enlarged to such sizes that
permit the tool to be manipulated easily, taking it into
consideration that the spherical body material P is small
and the diameters of the first and second holes 1, 2 are
also small. When, for example, the diameters of the first
and second holes 1, 2 are set to 1.6 mm, the diameters
of the opening sections 1a, 1b are preferably enlarged
to about 2.3 mm.
[0024] In the cutting-off job of the vertex section 4, the
vertex section 4 is cut off little by little and made smooth
by inserting a tool into the first and second holes 1, 2.
Although the tool is the same type as the tool used in the
above hole drilling step, its diameter is smaller than the
tool. Since the diameters of the opening sections 1a, 1b
are expanded, the tool can be tilted more deeply in the
first and second holes 1, 2, thereby the cutting-off job of
the vertex section 4 can be easily carried out. The spher-
ical body D is completed as shown in Fig. 2 by forming
the curved surface 5 by cutting off the vertex section 4.
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[0025] After the completion of the vertex section cut-
ting-off job, reinforcing cylinder members 7 are fixedly
disposed in the enlarged opening sections 1a, 1b. The
cylinder members 7 protect the opening sections 1a, 1b
as well as guide the hanging wire member 6 inserted into
the through-hole 10. Further, the ornamental element
such as the diamond 8 or the like is attached to the spher-
ical body D at a position which becomes the front of the
spherical body D when it is hung by the hanging wire
member 6.
[0026] As shown in Fig. 4, the hanging wire member
6 is inserted into the through-hole 10 of the spherical
body D.
[0027] A specific method of inserting the hanging wire
member 6 thereinto is as described below. First, the
spherical body D is held such that the through-hole 10
extends in an up/down direction. Next, an end 6a of the
hanging wire member 6 is inserted from the upward open-
ing (for example, 1a) of the through-hole 10 in a hanging
state, the hanging wire member 6 is slid along the curved
surface 5 while appropriately moving the spherical body
D, and then the one end 6a is drawn from the downward
opening (for example, 1b) of the through-hole 10. <There-
after, a pair of not shown connectors are connected to
both the ends of the hanging wire member 6.
[0028] The ornament manufactured as described
above can be used as a necklace as shown in, for ex-
ample, Fig. 5.
[0029] According to the ornament, the through-hole 10
is formed in the upper half section of the spherical body
D in the right and left symmetrical state as well as when
the spherical body D is hung by inserting the hanging
wire member 6 into the through-hole 10, the center of
gravity of the spherical body D is located on the lower
half section of the spherical body D. As a result, since
the spherical body D is unlike to turn around the hanging
wire member 6, the directions of the front and the back
of the spherical body D do not change. Accordingly, a
problem that the diamond 8 is hidden, and the like do not
arise. Further, since the curved surface 5 is smoothly
formed in the through-hole 10, the hanging wire member
6 can be inserted into the through-hole 10 very easily.

Claims

1. An ornament, comprising a spherical body (D),
wherein the spherical body (D) comprises a first hole
(1) and a second hole (2) that are drilled toward the
center (S) of the spherical body (D), respectively
from right-left symmetrical positions in the upper half
section (U) of the spherical body (D), the first hole
(1) and the second hole (2) connecting to form a
through-hole (10);
characterised in that the through-hole (10) is a V-
shaped through-hole (10) and in that a vertex sec-
tion (4) of the included angle formed in the spherical
body (D) by the first hole (1) and the second hole (2)

is cut off thereby to form a curved surface (5).

2. An ornament as claimed in claim 1, comprising a
hanging wire member (6) inserted into the through-
hole (10) .

3. An ornament as claimed in claim 1 or 2, wherein the
first hole (1) and the second hole (2) comprise re-
spective opening sections (1a, 1b) with enlarged di-
ameters.

4. An ornament as claimed in claim 3, comprising re-
inforcing cylinder members (7, 7) fixedly disposed in
the enlarged opening sections (1a, 1b).

5. A method of manufacturing an ornament, comprising
a step of drilling a first hole (1) and a second hole
(2) toward the center (S) of a spherical body material
(P) from right-left symmetrical positions in the upper
half section (U) of the spherical body material (P)
until they are connected to each other, character-
ised in that the first hole (1) and the second hole
(2) are connected to form a V-shaped through-hole
(10), and in that the method comprises a step of
forming a curved surface (5) by cutting off the vertex
section (4) of the included angle formed in the spher-
ical body material (P) by the first hole (1) and the
second hole (2).

6. A method of manufacturing an ornament according
to claim 5, wherein the vertex section (4) is cut off
by inserting a tool from respective opening sections
(1a, 1b) after the diameter of the opening (1a) of the
first hole (1) and the diameter of the opening (1b) of
the second hole (2) are enlarged.

7. A method of manufacturing an ornament according
to claim 5 or 6, comprising a step of inserting a hang-
ing wire member (6) up to an opening (1b) of the
second hole 2 by inserting an end (6a) of a hanging
wire member (6) from an opening (1a) of the through-
hole 10 and by sliding the hanging wire member (6)
along the curved surface (5) while displacing the
spherical body material P.

Patentansprüche

1. Ornament mit einem sphärischen Körper (D), wobei
der sphärische Körper (D) ein erstes Loch (1) und
ein zweites Loch (2) aufweist, welche in Richtung
der Mitte (S) des sphärischen Körpers (D), jeweils
von rechts-links symmetrischen Positionen in dem
oberen Hälften-Abschnitt (U) des sphärischen Kör-
pers (D) aus, gebohrt sind, wobei das erste Loch (1)
und das zweite Loch zum Ausbilden eines Durch-
gangslochs (10) verbunden sind;
dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass das Durchgangs-
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loch (10) ein V-förmiges Durchgangsloch (10) ist,
und dass ein Scheitel-Abschnitt (4) des in dem sphä-
rischen Körper (D) ausgebildeten, von dem ersten
Loch (1) und dem zweiten Loch (2) eingeschlosse-
nen Winkel hierbei abgeschnitten ist, um eine ge-
krümmte Oberfläche (5) auszubilden.

2. Ornament gemäß Anspruch 1, mit einem Hänge-
draht-Glied (6), welches in das Durchgangsloch (10)
eingeführt ist.

3. Ornament gemäß Anspruch 1 oder 2, wobei das er-
ste Loch (1) und das zweite Loch (2) jeweils Öff-
nungsabschnitte (1 a, 1b) mit vergrößerten Durch-
messern aufweisen.

4. Ornament gemäß Anspruch 3, mit Verstärkungs-Zy-
lindergliedern (7, 7), welche fest in die vergrößerten
Öffnungsabschnitte (1a, 1b) eingelegt sind.

5. Verfahren zur Herstellung eines Ornaments, mit ei-
nem Schritt des Bohrens eines ersten Lochs (1) und
eines zweiten Lochs (2) in Richtung der Mitte (S)
eines sphärischen Körper-Materials (P) von rechts-
links symmetrischen Positionen in dem oberen Hälf-
ten-Abschnitt (U) des sphärischen Körper-Materials
(P) aus, bis diese miteinander verbunden sind, da-
durch gekennzeichnet, dass das erste Loch (1)
und das zweite Loch (2) verbunden sind, um ein V-
förmiges Durchgangsloch (10) zu bilden, und dass
das Verfahren einen Schritt des Ausbildens einer ge-
krümmten Oberfläche (5) mittels Abschneiden des
Scheitel-Abschnitts (4) des in dem sphärischen Kör-
per-Material (P) ausgebildeten, von dem ersten Loch
(1) und dem zweiten Loch (2) eingeschlossenen
Winkels umfasst.

6. Verfahren zur Herstellung eines Ornaments gemäß
Anspruch 5, wobei der Scheitel-Abschnitt (4) abge-
schnitten wird mittels Einfügen eines Werkzeuges
durch jeweilige Öffnungs-Abschnitte (1a, 1b), nach-
dem der Durchmesser der Öffnung (1a) des ersten
Lochs (1) und der Durchmesser der zweiten Öffnung
(1b) des zweiten Lochs (2) vergrößert worden sind.

7. Verfahren zur Herstellung eines Ornaments gemäß
Anspruch 5 oder 6, mit einem Schritt des Einführens
eines Hängedraht-Glieds (6) bis zu einer Öffnung (1
b) des zweiten Lochs (2) mittels Einführen eines En-
des (6a) eines Hängedraht-Glieds (6) von einer Öff-
nung (1a) des Durchgangslochs (10) und mittels
Gleiten des Hängedraht-Glieds (6) entlang der ge-
krümmten Oberfläche (5), während das sphärische
Körper-Material (P) verdrängt wird.

Revendications

1. Ornement comprenant un corps sphérique (D), dans
lequel le corps sphérique (D) comprend un premier
trou (1) et un second trou (2) qui sont forés en direc-
tion du centre (S) du corps sphérique (D), respecti-
vement depuis des positions droite gauche symétri-
ques dans la demie section supérieure (U) du corps
sphérique (D), le premier trou (1) et le second trou
(2) se rejoignent pour former un trou passant (10),
caractérisé en ce que le trou passant (10) est un
trou passant (10) en forme de V et en ce que la
section du sommet (4) de l’angle inclus formé dans
le corps sphérique (D) par le premier trou (1) et le
second trou (2) est tronçonnée pour former une sur-
face courbée (5).

2. Ornement suivant la revendication 1, comprenant
une partie en fil suspendue (6) insérée dans le trou
passant (10).

3. Ornement suivant la revendication 1 ou 2, dans le-
quel le premier trou (1) et le second trou (2) com-
prennent des sections d’ouverture respectives (1 a,
1 b) avec des diamètres élargis.

4. Ornement suivant la revendication 3, comprenant
des parties cylindriques de renforcement (7, 7) dis-
posées de manière fixe dans les sections d’ouver-
tures élargies (1 a, 1 b).

5. Procédé de fabrication d’un ornement comprenant
l’étape de forage d’un premier trou (1) et d’un second
trou (2) en direction du centre (S) dans le matériau
du corps sphérique (P) depuis des positions droite
gauche symétriques dans la demi section supérieure
(U) du matériau du corps sphérique (P) jusqu’à ce
qu’ils se rejoignent l’un l’autre, caractérisé en ce
que le premier trou (1) et le second trou (2) sont
reliés l’un à l’autre pour former un trou passant (10)
en forme de V et en ce que le procédé comprend
l’étape de réalisation d’une surface courbée (5) en
tronçonnant la section du sommet (4) de l’angle in-
clus formé dans le corps sphérique (D) par le premier
trou (1) et par le second trou (2).

6. Procédé de fabrication d’un ornement suivant la re-
vendication 5, dans lequel la section du sommet (4)
est tronçonnée en insérant un outil depuis les sec-
tions d’ouverture respectives (1a, 1b) après avoir
élargi le diamètre d’ouverture (1a) du premier trou
(1) et le diamètre d’ouverture (1 b) du second trou (2).

7. Procédé de fabrication d’un ornement suivant la re-
vendication 5 ou 6, comprenant l’étape d’insertion
d’une partie en fil suspendue (6) jusqu’à une ouver-
ture (1b) du second trou 2 en insérant une extrémité
(6A) d’une partie en fil suspendue (6) depuis une
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ouverture (1 a) du trou passant 10 et en faisant glis-
ser la partie en fil suspendue (6) le long de la surface
courbée (5) tout en déplaçant le corps sphérique P.

9 10 
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